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FLV to AVI Converter is a simple, easy-to-use
video converter for Mac. Its well organized
interface and easy to operate makes it easy to use.
This video converter supports video format
conversion, so you can convert FLV, AVI, MPEG,
WMV, RM, MOV, M4V, etc. formats to AVI
format. FLV to AVI Converter is a video converter
that supports audio format conversion and can
convert audio formats such as MP3, WMA, AAC,
AC3, OGG, etc. to AVI format. This tool has many
supported tools for video editing, such as trim, cut,
resize, crop and merge, also supports multi-track
editing. Edit video, add image watermark on FLV,
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crop video clip, trim, merge and burn, preview
simultaneously, merge FLV and audio files into
AVI, extract audio from video, preview video and
trim, preview video in real time. Note: The video
and audio effects are dependent on the computer
performance. This application is not responsible
for any damage caused by doing the conversions.
File Types: FLV to AVI Converter supports all
Mac compatible video formats, such as: FLV, F4V,
MXF, M2TS, AVI, MPG, MPG2, MOV, AVCHD,
MPEG-4, 3GP, 3G2, MKV, MXF, WMV, RM,
etc. File & Folder Size: Choose the file size and
output folder before you convert, you can adjust
the output settings and get the correct results after
conversion. Speed: High speed; for a long time to
convert the file, it can speed up a few times.
Preserve: Wipe the original file; the loss of the
original file is not allowed. Input Video Format:
Supports all types of Mac compatible videos.
Output File format: Convert all formats to all
popular format. Tip: you can adjust the output size
after conversion by setting the output size first, and
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then adjust the output location. After the video is
successfully converted, you can use the Cut tool to
cut the part you want. Or you can cut the part you
want first, then use the Trim tool to cut it. OR you
can choose a specific output folder and then choose
the Cut, Trim or Delete tool. Video Converter
Highlights: Extract audio from video; Video
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If you need to merge videos into a new video file,
you may use this AVI Converter. It can convert
FLV to AVI, convert MPEG to AVI, convert
WMV to AVI and other formats. The state-of-theart feature is its ability to handle several output
formats at the same time for all input files, which
means that you can almost easily manipulate the
output video. With this versatile converter, you can
merge several videos into one by setting the output
video format, resolution, frame rate, and bit rate.
Plus, you can also add watermark, crop, and adjust
the image resolution. You may also set the frame
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rate for AVI, DIVX, MPEG, and RM, as well as
the sound format. It allows you to edit the audio
track as well. A series of functions has been added
to facilitate your work. For example, you can
extract the audio track and the video track from an
input file. The detailed information about the audio
track and the video track will be displayed on the
left side. You are given the option to adjust the
brightness, contrast, saturation, sharpness and hue
of both tracks. So, by combining several videos
into one, you could create a video with wide range
of great content. Analyze and sort the songs in five
different methods. 5 methods of sorting songs: 1.
Artist 2. Album 3. Longest song 4. Shortest song 5.
Your preference By using the "Sort by" function,
you can select the song you like most and select all
the song you like. The SortBy function will be
applied to the songs after the user has selected
them in the list. The most favorite songs are
displayed on the left column of the main window.
So, you can choose the favorite songs or the most
favorite songs by choosing "1 - You Favorite."
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Three sorts for songs: 1. Artist 2. Album 3. Title
By using the album function, you can sort the songs
by each album. The song will be sorted by the
collection of songs, each of which consists of one
song. You can also sort each song by Title. Songs
and albums are the most important part of the
music world. You can make any decision about the
songs and albums as you like. Audio 1. Convert
audio to MP3 2. Remove silence and noise 3. Cut
silence to length 4. Split music 6a5afdab4c
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Free FLV to AVI Converter is a very easy-to-use
software that can convert your favorite FLV video
to AVI video in batches with the maximum video
quality. The entire FLV video conversion process
can be completed in 3 simple steps: (1) Load FLV
video into the software; (2) Specify the output
format, like format setting, size, resolution and
others. (3) Click the "Convert" button to convert
your FLV videos to AVI video. Free FLV to AVI
Converter is a easy-to-use conversion tool which
can rip FLV videos with default codec
(MPEG-4/H.264) to AVI format quickly and
satisfactorily. Besides, it can also convert audio and
subtitles for your video. Key features: * Convert
FLV videos to AVI with full quality for all files,
including FLV to AVI 3GP, MP4, WMV and
more. * Convert FLV videos to AVI with high
quality and high speed. * Support batch conversion.
* Support presets for video converting. * Support
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batch conversion. * Support multi-core processor. *
Support drag and drop source files. * Support multisource files. * Support customize the output folder
and ID3 tag. * Support convert to MP4/AVI,
WMV, 3GP, FLV, MOV, and many other video
and audio formats. * Support convert FLV to AVI,
MP4, 3GP, WMV, MOV, MPG, MP3, MP2,
WMA, VOB, OGM, M4A, AAC, AC3, DTS,
WAV, RA, FAT, M3U8, etc. * Support convert
from local files and network files. * Support MP3
or FLAC audio. * Support specify the output
quality, bit rate, frame rate, total size, resolution,
etc. * Support save videos/audios to local folder or
a network server. * Support convert video clip. *
Support converting with video clips as the source. *
Support batch converting. * Support various
customizations. * Support change preset. * Support
set ID3 tags. * Support drag and drop all files. *
Support "Direct" convert. * Support customize the
output video settings. * Support specify the output
path and video name.
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What's New in the Free FLV To AVI Converter?

FreeFLV to AVI Converter is an AVI converter
which can help you convert all popular video forma
ts(FLV,MKV,OGG,AVI,MP4,MOV,RM,RMVB,
MXF,TS,VOB,MP3,M4A) to AVI file. You can
enjoy FLV movies in the AVI format on Dear Sir,
I’m Creating a Website using CSS and HTML5.
Recently I have come across this template and I
liked it. But I noticed one thing about it which is
you can only change the background, So, can
anyone help me with a CSS/HTML combo which
will let me change the background color and the
color of the tabs so that it looks like the template I
found. Also, is there an easier way to change the
colors of the tabs using CSS/HTML? Thanks So
you’re looking for a way to change the color of
your tabs on your website. If so, you’re in luck.
Today, we’re giving away a professional
HTML/CSS template that’ll get you all set up with
the necessary knowledge to get started. The popular
HTML5 template, Cosplay, is a free HTML5
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template provided as a sample file for designers
and developers to download and get started with.
Taking full advantage of the HTML5 technologies,
it comes with a collection of CSS styles for quickly
creating websites. This one is more than just a
boring background, as it has plenty of great CSS3
effects to change the appearance of the entire page,
including the tab elements. Here’s what our expert
writers have to say about Cosplay: A perfect way to
create a professional website This HTML5
template is perfect for creating both personal and
professional websites. It’s highly responsive and
supports a wide range of device sizes, from mobile
to tablets to desktop computers. Not only does it
offer a great variety of options, but it also includes
tons of useful pre-defined page options, which is a
great time-saving feature. It also offers a wide
range of color options and background textures,
both of which make the template suitable for a
wide range of projects and business types. With a
usability that is designed to meet modern demands,
you can use it to create a professional-looking
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website without being
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System Requirements:

For each person • Dual Core (or higher) CPU • 3
GB RAM • 2 GB available storage space •
1280×800 resolution for the game Game Features •
You can turn the whole world into a battle arena alone or with others. • Collect resources and
research technologies. • Craft powerful weapons
and set traps. • Fight against other players and other
nations to be the leader of the world. • Choose
which nation to be allied with. • Intuitive and user
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